Excel 2500 turns within its own length

The 2500 Compact mower is built with high-capacity, deep-tunnel mowing decks. Hydraulic deck lift is standard. A 22-hp Kohler Command engine provides the power. Excel says the 2500 Compact has "the world's fastest edger attachment." The mower turns within its own length on counter-rotating, independent-drive wheels.

A BAC-VAC catcher installs quickly and is easy to remove and empty. The Excel Hustler 3000 features an air-cooled Kohler Command engine.

Array improves herbicide uptake

Rosen's Inc. offers Array, a dry adjuvant. Array's formulation dissolves instantly, mixes easily, handles well and does not have any special storage requirements.

"Array targets herbicide performance by increasing spray retention on the leaf and by delivering a uniform spray pattern," says Kent Woodall, Rosen's market manager. "Array also provides a high level of ammonium ions. This improves herbicide uptake. Herbicide antagonism, caused by hard water is also reduced when Array is added to the spray mix."

Trials conducted at the Laboratory for Pesticide Control Application Technology, The Ohio State University, have demonstrated that when Array is added to the spray mix, spray droplets stick to the leaf surface better than conventional adjuvants. Packaging is available in 9 and 45 pound bags.

For more information about Array, call Kent Woodall at 816/781-9191 and tell them that Landscape Management informed you, or

No drift with this boom

Broyhill's DriftBuster is a complete 20-foot self-supporting drift boom for controlled spraying applications. It moves independently while following the ground contour. It features perimeter cover brushes assuring a consistent spray pattern even in windy conditions.

A standard electric lift for raising/lowering outer wings, along with break-a-way hinges, make this unit maneuverable in tight areas. DriftBuster is self-supporting so it adds no weight to the tow vehicle. However, controls are vehicle mounted for finger-tip operation. Adaptable to all Broyhill tow or vehicle-mounted sprayers, it is a popular addition to the Hydramaster (pictured).

For more information, contact Broyhill at 402/987-3412; E-Mail Broyhilsal@aol.com, or
Keep traps and bunker sand in place

Poly-Pavement is an environmentally friendly liquid soil solidifier that may be diluted and spray-applied to flat, sloped and vertical soil surfaces to bind the surface soil particles to one another. The strength of the soil particle bond is sufficient to lock soil particles in place and prevent soil movement and migration due to high water flow. Trap and bunker soil erosion and sand contamination is prevented by spray applying diluted Poly-Pavement onto the bunker soil to create a tough polymer-soil lining.

The application method consists of three basic steps:
1) Remove as much of the bunker sand as possible without disturbing the bunker soil
2) Gently spray-apply diluted Poly-Pavement onto the bunker soil surface, liberally.
3) Allow the treated soil surface to dry and replace the bunker sand.

Before the Poly-Pavement dries on highly-sloped and vertical surfaces, bunker sand may be pressed or rolled into the surface and lightly sprayed with diluted Poly-Pavement Soil Solidifier to imbed sand into the soil surface and create a surface that keeps the appearance of sand throughout the rain season.

To learn more about this product, call (213) 954-2240 and say you saw it LM, or Circle No. 263

Stay ahead of the competition...
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Kubota offers lots of choices

Kubota's B-Series compact tractors range from 13 to 18 PTO hp, and are well suited to a variety of landscaping and turf applications. The B-Series models feature 3-cylinder diesel engines. Hydrostatic transmission is available.

Kubota also offers its Grand L Series of tractors from 25 to 27 hp equipped with hydrostatic steering, shuttle transmission and shift-on-the-go. Loaders, backhoes, box scrapers and tillers are among the implements that enhance the Grand L's versatility.

Circle No. 264
Walker can tackle lots of jobs

Walker mowers have made a name for themselves as rugged, dependable machines with turf professionals. And they can be used for a large number of turf-related tasks.

The hitch assembly replaces the mower deck and clips onto the tractor in a snap and allows the use of implements like the 42-inch snow blower, 46-inch dozer blade, and the 47-inch rotary broom.

Contact Walker, based in Fort Collins, CO, at 313/221-5614, or Circle No. 265

Rodeo now in one-quart size

Monsanto Company offers Rodeo aquatic herbicide in a new one-quart package in 1998, in addition to the 2.5 and 30-gallon containers already offered.

Ideal for small lakefronts, ponds, canals and creeks, the new one-quart Rodeo delivers one-time, roots-and-all control of over 190 tough aquatic weeds such as cattail, johnsongrass, phragmites, torpedo grass, water lillies and water hyacinth. Because Rodeo moves throughout both plant foliage and roots, the plant will not regrow to require additional weed control efforts.

For additional information about the new one-quart Rodeo package, a member of the Roundup family of products, contact 800/322-3111, or Circle No. 266
Terra’s fertilizers meet many turf needs

Terra has a complete line of premium fertilizers. For healthy, green turf, select from these quality turf fertilizers:
- Putters Pride greens quality fertilizer,
- Drivers’ Edge close-cut turf fertilizer, and
- Magic Carpet fertilizer.

Every situation is different and that’s why Terra offers such a broad range of products, including those with secondary and micronutrient packages or pesticides. This offering is enhanced by a variety of controlled-release fertilizer nutrient sources.

To learn more about Terra fertilizer products, call 800/831-1002, visit website www.terraindustries.com, or Circle No. 267

Deere walk-behind loaded with features

The John Deere GS-30 commercial walk-behind mower is powered by a Kohler Command 13-hp Pro-Series engine, and has a 5-speed gear transmission.

This unit can be equipped with a 48-inch or a 36-inch deck. The 36-inch deck features two-spindle, timed blades for a superior cut, a larger discharge opening and a new discharge chute for better grass clipping distribution, ¾-inch to 4 ¼-inch cutting height range, and a fixed, deep-deck design.

It also features electric PTO and padded operator presence levers. It can take on lots of tasks with John Deere attachments like the 3.5 bushel, side-mounted Grass Catcher; two-wheel fixed sulky; two-wheel steerable sulky; or a 36-inch Tricycler Mulching attachment.

Circle No. 268
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